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	This volume contains the papers presented at WINE 2011: 7th Workshop on Internet
	and Network Economics held during December 11–14, 2011 in Singapore.


	Over the past decade, there has been a growing interaction between researchers
	in theoretical computer science, networking and security, economics,
	mathematics, sociology, and management sciences devoted to the analysis of
	problems arising from the Internet and the World Wide Web. The Workshop on
	Internet and Network Economics (WINE) is an interdisciplinary forum for the
	exchange of ideas and results arising from these various fields.


	There were 100 submissions to this edition of the workshop, including both
	long (12 pages) and short (8 pages) papers. All papers were rigorously reviewed
	by the Program Committee members and/or external referees; almost all papers
	received at least three detailed reviews. The papers were evaluated on the basis
	of their significance, novelty, soundness and relevance to the workshop.


	A new feature of this year’s WINE was that the authors were allowed to designate
	their papers as working papers: such papers had to be submitted in the
	usual format (12 or 8 pages) and reviewed in the same way as regular submissions,
	but only a 1–2-page abstract appears in the proceedings. This allows the
	authors to subsequently publish the full versions of their papers in journals that
	do not permit prior publication of the same material in conference proceedings.
	The Program Committee accepted 3 such papers, in addition to 31 full papers
	and 5 short papers.


	Besides the regular talks, the program also included three invited talks by
	Cynthia Dwork (MSR Silicon Valley, USA), Preston McAfee (Yahoo! Research,
	USA) and Herve Moulin (Rice University, USA). The program of the workshop
	also included tutorials by Jason Hartline (Northwestern University) and Nicole
	Immorlica (Northwestern University).


	We are very grateful to Google Research, Yahoo! Research and Microsoft
	Research for their generous financial contribution to the conference. We would
	also like to thank the School of Physical and Mathematical Sciences of Nanyang
	Technological University (Singapore) for hosting the tutorials and providing organizational
	support.


	We also acknowledge EasyChair, a powerful and flexible system for managing
	all stages of the paper-handling process, from the submission stage to the
	preparation of the final version of the proceedings.
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Understanding Computation: From Simple Machines to Impossible ProgramsO'Reilly, 2013

	
		This book is for programmers who are curious about programming languages and the
	
		theory of computation, especially those who don’t have a formal background in mathematics
	
		or computer science.
	


	
		If you’re interested in the mind-expanding parts of computer science that deal with
	
		programs,...
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Linux Multimedia GuideO'Reilly, 1996

	
		Linux is increasingly popular among computer enthusiasts of all types, and one of the applications where it is flourishing is multimedia. Take a low-cost hardware platform and add the Linux operating system, which really exploits its speed, and you have a great host for developing multimedia applications. These often can be ported to...
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Practical C Programming, 3rd EditionO'Reilly, 1997
This book is devoted to practical C programming. C is currently the premier language for software developers. That's because it's widely distributed and standard. Newer languages are available, such as C++, but these are still evolving. C is still the language of choice for robust, portable programming.

This book emphasizes the skills...
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Introduction to Data Analysis and Graphical Presentation in Biostatistics with R: Statistics in the Large (SpringerBriefs in Statistics)Springer, 2013

	Through real-world datasets, this book shows the reader how to work with material in biostatistics using the open source software R. These include tools that are critical to dealing with missing data, which is a pressing scientific issue for those engaged in biostatistics. Readers will be equipped to run analyses and make graphical...
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Digital Signal Processing Fundamentals (The Digital Signal Processing Handbook, Second Edition)CRC Press, 2009

	Now available in a three-volume set, this updated and expanded edition of the bestselling The Digital Signal Processing Handbook continues to provide the engineering community with authoritative coverage of the fundamental and specialized aspects of information-bearing signals in digital form. Encompassing essential background...
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Statistically Speaking: A Dictionary of QuotationsTaylor & Francis, 1996
Statistically Speaking is a book of quotations. It has, for the first time, brought together in one easily accessible form the best expressed thoughts that are especially illuminating and pertinent to the disciplines of probability and statistics. Some of the quotations are profound, others are wise, some are witty, but none are frivolous....
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